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INTRODUCTION

Yisual after-effectsthe results of fixating one 
figure before the presentation of a second figure in the 
same field, are relatively new phenomena in the scope of 
experimental psychologyo It was 1933 before Gibson (3) 
provided the first description of visual after-effects.,
He found that when most individuals look steadily at a' 
curved line9 it appears to become less curved* Then, when 
a straight line is immediately substituted for the curved • 
one, it appears to bend in a direction opposite to the 
original o In 1933 Gibson (4-) and in 1937 Gibson and 
Radner (5) published the results of more investigations 
with a few simple figures,

In 194-0 Kohler (9) and. in 19W  Kohler and Wallach (10) 
reported that visual after-effects may be produced by the 
fixation of many different types of figure outlines0 ill 
outlines,used were drawn'with India ink upon white card
board 0 A fixation mark was placed in the center of the 
card♦ and subjects, using monocular vision, looked at the 
cross for a definite period. Then, the first eye was 
covered as the second eye was exposed, and the subject 
looked at a,new figure'which had been placed,in the fieldc 
This new figure (the test‘figure) consisted Of two identical 
outlineso .Subjects described the apparent differences in



these outlineso Kohler and Wallach (10) divided the dif
ferences which they obtained into.two classes? (1) sizey 
■brightness ? and distance differences 9 and (2) displacement 
: of the figures/ These changes have come to be known as 
"the Kohler effect,f (15) to abbreviate the descriptive 
terminology*

In an effort to explain the occurrence of these 
changes* Kbhler and Wallach (10) formulated the "satiational 
theory *11 The theory holds (1) that prolonged inspection 
affects the medium in which a perception occurs9 (2) that 
this medium is the visual cortex9 and (3) that satiation 
is associated with a current which polarizes cortical 
tissue so that after-effects appear when new currents 
started by the stimulation of the cortex by a test-figure 
fall upon the effected area* The authors do not claim 
that their theory is in its final form* Instead9 they 
themselves regard it skeptically and hold that its accept” 
ance must wait for further investigationsc

' Since' Kohler and Wallach1s original presentation; a 
number of studies have been conducted (19 2, 69 11? l29 
13; 15) and l6)o All.but one of these investigations have 
.yielded’ evidence supporting the existence of the Kohler 
effect* The one investigation which failed to demonstrate 
the phenomena (16) employed a different procedure from 
that used by other experimenters * Weitz and Post (16) 
had subjects use the stereoscope fob the problem* All
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other studies required, fixation with the naked eye---the 
procedure employed in the original studies0

The.findings5 for the most part? have indicated that
: ' ? 1 , ' 1 ' ' ' 

the effect is optimal after an inspection period of four
minutes (10 and 15) <= The Cne exception to this generaliza
tion comes from an experiment hy Hammer (6) ? who claims 
that the effect is maximal after one minuteo.

As Kohler and Wallach (10) fecdm&ehd the use of mono
cular vision9 most investigators have used this method of 
fixation, Walthall (15) ? however 9 checked to find how the 
Kohler; effect is modified by the use of binocular vision.
He found that if the inspection time used with monocular 
vision is exactly twice that of the time used with binocular 
vision9 the effects are the same. Although Walthall (15) 
draws no generalization to explain this difference, it 
would appear that some retinal effect must be the basis of 
the •variation o ;

Although size 9 brightness, and distance have been 
pointed out as constituting one class of after-effects, 
Kohler..:and Wallach' (10) point out that, one variable will 
probably be described with greater frequency than the 
otherso Marks (11) has reported that size changes occur 
most frequently 9.;/Whiled Kohler (9) and Walthall (15) say 
that brightness- effects are the most common.
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STa.TEMBBrT Of THS PEOBLSH.'
■ ■ .v ; J ' 11 ' . t |1 ' ‘Previous experimentation based on the Kohler-Mallaeh 

. (10) stiidy has made little use of the numerous figures 
: utilized.by these investigators„ Only figures in which 
rather intensive effects were reported by Kohler and 
Wallaeh (10) have been Utilizedo In thepresent work, 
therefore^ an effort will be made to check for the pheno
mena in a wide range of figures and to make a statistical 
analysis of the results obtainede. Kohler (9) and Kohler 
and Wallaeh (10) seldom give any statement of the number 
Of subjects employed or of the proportion showing each 

: effect o- '
In addition, it' seems advisable to reinvestigate, the 

influence of varying fixation times upon the occurrence of 
the phenomena9 to compare the effects of monocular as con
trasted with binocular vision? to determine the 'effect of 
pragnanZ' of the inspection figure =, and to determine the 
effect of the size of the'inspection;figureo

 ̂Throughout the test sessions, the experimenter will 
make full notes of the spontaneous comments made by the sub? 
jectSo These comments will, be studied to determine whether 
other after =■ effects-=»overlooked in previous studies— may be 
included in the description of the Kohler effect0
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PIET I , ,

Apparatus and BulDjects ■

The apparatus employed in this study consisted of 
pairs of• '7I,. x ll'1:' cards» Each pair was made up of an. 
inspection-figure. (I-figure) and a test-figure (T=-figure) <, 
For reproductions of the- cards used see Figure lo The ■ 
figufes were first drawn on white cardboard in India ink5, . 
and then -photostated and made up into the cards used in 
the experimental prphlem, ':: i/here-Eldentical figures were 
required5 two photostatic copies of the same original 
figure were employedo :

•■ A white cardhoard, 2211' x 28" s of approximately the 
same brightness as the experimental cards was fastened to 
ablackboard and used as background for the display of the 
various figures0 Two small metal hooks were painted white 
and inserted. in the cardboard, slightly below the center of ■ 
the field on a horizontal plane- and nine inches apart= ■
These hooks held the pairs of cards in position in the 
middle of the white - background» E : i : \

A chair and desk were placed so that a subject seated 
in the chair would be six feet from the cardboard and 
directly in front of it. 'On the 'left' end of 'the desk was „ 
a goose-neck lamp with a 60-watt bulb for illumination of 
the fieldo . Aside from the. uubiect ’s pencil and paper 9 this
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lampvwas the only object on the desk so that nothing was 
present to distract attention from the figuresc

The thirty subjects used were upper division college 
studentso. They were obtained from a course in experiment” 
al psychology offered at the University of Arizona. These 
students were of junior9 seniors or graduate standingV and 
had- completed at least a year * s work in psychology= Serving 
as a subject was obligatory> The placing of the experiment 
in the term was such that all subjects participating had 
no prior knowledge of the Kohler effect0



PROCEDURE FOR PART I

Before ezperimentatliDn’ began the ten paifs of figures, 
a total of twenty cards?. were divided Into two sets (A and 
B) each of which consisted of five pairs of cards. In the 
distrihntion of cards into sets9 an effort was made to 
"begin the set with "simpler" -pairs, i 0 e 0 9 pairs which had 
appeared to give the maximum Eohler effect to the experi
ment ero If two pairs'appeared to be very similar 9 one was
placed.in Sep A and the second in Set Bc ..

The subjects served Individually0 Each was present 
for two experimental sessions designed to fit into the 50- 
minute class-periods used at the University of Arizona<>
When the .subject was seated at the desk and the light 
directed against, the cardboard ground, the experimenter 
took her place between the desk and the blackboard and far 
enough to the left,of the subject, that she did not come 
within the circle of lliumination.

The subject was asked whether he was ready and then 
the following Set of directions, which had been memorized, 
was givens: :

"You/are going to -be shown a series 
of 'figures grouped into; pairs <. On each 

A 1 card is a cross which will be your fixa
tion pointo . The cards will be"'presented - 
in groups of twoo The first card of each 

A : pair will be fixated.until it is removed 
• . — a period of one minute« The second

card will then be exposed for examination0
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You are to'examine this card with
the idea of describing it* Where
there are two figures on this card
compare them for size 9 brightness, •

, and apparent distance. . Notice the
■- location of the figures o / ..
' - / "BCmember to; hold your fixation : '
. of the small cross at all times."

. In the event a subject expressed confusion over the
directions3 he was asked to state what part he had failed 
to understand. :Usually all that bothered any.subj ect was
the inability to remember the bases of comparison? i.e.? 
"size, brightness, and apparent distance." If the subject 
was nervous, he.was dismissed and recalled at a. later time 
since concentration and analysis of visual after-effects 
would' be impaired under such conditions. One student was 
dismissed from one session because of this factor.

. An l-figure was;exposed for one minute.; This was fol
lowed by the' corresponding 1-card which was given concentra
ted attention by the subject until he determined whether or 
not he perceived any differences in the T-figures.. He was 
then given time' to write, hlS: impressions. This exercise 
was followed by a five-minute rest period to permit the 
dissipation of any fatigue effects or of any visual.after- 
effects. \ : 1 V ;::X : ' '

In general, from thirty-eight to forty minutes were • 
required for an experimental session with the following

1. . The two cards (the I-figure and the T-figure) were placed 
'together oh :t̂  :front;: of: the exposure screen so that
•there could be ; a' rapid' replacement of the 1-figure, by the r 
.T-figure. 1 : ■ y ■ • '
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distribution of timeg
Orientation and directions to subject 3s,

' Figure 1: I=figure . 1*
5’igure lg T=figure and written analysis 2*

Best Interval . 5g
'' Figure 2t i-figure : • t - I*' '

■ Figure:2g 1=figure and written analysis' 2®
Rest Interval 51

. .Figure 3« • 1-figure , . I6
' Figure 3? T-figurs:and written analysis ,2’.

Rest' Interval ’ ' v 5s
Figure N-g I-figure '  ̂ ,' .I1
Figure. 1-figure and written" analysis' 28

Rest Interval .. 5”
Figure ^gl^figure 1®
;Figure• :T"figure and written analysis 2®;

Total time per session 381
. One set of pairs was employed per session* The members 

' •of .Group A saw the A-set first and the B-set during the 
second session = -The members of Group 33 saw the B=set first 
and the A-sets during the second sessions -

In addition to the subject®s written comments on the 
figures $ the experimenter kept a shorthand record of all 
spontaneous comments which a subject might make during his 
inspection and test Intervals0

' It was frequently necessary to assure a subject that 
' there were no "right and wrong" answers s i«e o , that whatever 
a subject reported was correct as long as it, was an honest 
analysis o The rest interval was filled by conversation
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between the subject and'"the-'.experimenter, Conversation 
was terminated when a pair of cards was placed onthe card
board field; this did.not3 howeverpreclude spontaneous 
'comments by the subject, about:his visual experience in. the 
test"situations : y;-1 ;
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kz Size, Distanceq and Brightness Differences
As the former experimenters (2? 6, 9, 10<, 11, ±5f and 

16) have used a method of scoring in which agreement with 
expectation has been regarded as important while failure to 
agree with expectation has been disregarded, a new system 
of scoring was devised0 A plus value was assigned to any 
size, brightness, or distance difference which agreed with

' ' J y  ■ ' . -the Kohler effecto A report in the opposite direction was 
scored zero. From this an "individual"score" was calculated 
for each subjectes report on a specific figure». Since there 
were ten figures used in the experiment, each participant 
had ten scores after he completed his test sessions. His 
scores were the algebraic sum of size, brightness, and dis= 
tance differenceso Thus, a report in which size, bright
ness, and distance differences were in accord with the 
Kohler effect would give a person a plus three score for 
the figure = If the description reversed the Kohler effect 
on all three grounds, the score would be minus three. A 
plus and two minuses would give a score of minus one, etc.

Table I shows the 11 individual scores" for this part of 
the experiment. The mean score for each figure is included 
with these data. The probability that each of these mean 
scores is above or below zero is shown in Table II. This



' ' TABLE"I '
INDIVIDUAL.SCORES MADE IN PART I
ElgUres in Set A  • '•/FlgweE5 in Set B

Subject 1 .■■■. 2 " 3 R 5 ll/ 1 ,/• p..:

.1 2;fvi.: 0 0 :-i Oil -31' 0 . 0 0
2 : : 2 :;''13:':'l 0 2 -i 0 w :-I 331 /3 2

2 . -1,31:ill 131.3.,,:; 3 3 -1:31-1 . /:;313 310.1:»i
'  ̂ 4- ' :2 :3 :131:i '33 2 :',:i.03l:"l;i:'i3"33 ::-2 /': 0 0 :31

b ::'-' :; 0 ,3:233:131 12113:1333 0 0 0 :3i
. 6 7Z P ''■l ; 3I ' : :i3 .'ii:.::: 11 ,/' r2: /11211 0 ■::bru: #
. 7 0 .i''o''3 ;i-:;::32 1-::rll3iii:i'i:-2 :̂,:: 2 “li: 1:013 -2

8 ... 3 '■ 0 ::i :3 13 1 ■ i' 11 ■.:::::1 / 3 Vll,,- 0 ,1 3 :2:
; 9 3 ,-3 1 -2 -2 'I'l ■-ll, :~i 3 ':3 2
10 1 : 0 .“-1 33 0 3 0 0 ,:-33 101::- 3

:":3 ,I’lp ;;;1’1 k ■ 0 1,1: 2 ' 33 112'. ■-ll:i .1

"'321:i '2 • 1 0 0 ”2 -1; /:1 2 .,::3oi::.-i

ll 1 1 2 0 3 1,3 ‘ 0 -i'l.:..3i3;:/ii 1
iRV-Vv; .V[■I'M!311 : 1 3 ' 3 .:: ::l'l>i'i3/i: 3l ;/'':ii;/ 0 -3

\i 111 0 1 • 3 : 0 . -'.yll'3l':/3 .:i 0 ; oi"::3i'i: 0

:S 32 0 2 2 1 I,.:':'*2 l: 1.2

':' r & 3 1 3 0 3 . 3 . 1 “3 0 : 0

18 : 3 :l ;i-> 1 • 0 ,30;/1 /': 1 “1 :-i3 310':'': 0

19 / l : ;13 '-1';̂,;1 2 ::.:'03 - -=2 . -1 0 .>1 1

.20 , '■ 1 ; ^ 3 :J 1 2 > 1 .3. iv: 2 ;2 . 1 0 0

21 rfi; M v ; ' :il.'3 1 3 :(o:3 l.i. ■ .3 ::',.3':.l^3 .1:: 0 ■ 2

;.-;'22:?:: ' ;';V '.3213 :2 :ii:il/'3 1 i i 'o l': ' ,. 1 -1:: 0 1 2

'11'3 '■113':/:I/;,■32 33 :i;vl3 -1 ... 231'iS/I3 .0 .> 3
■: :;;2¥:'> ;:: :v■;3"i3 .'.:V::i:l3- 1 0 :-21 'l. '3:3::'/:2 ,i■>;2 :; :3:3 ':,3b:i 12

25': V-̂ 2  1 ,3 '2 .y? 1 : 0 123: :/ ' - 1 1 0 :vo 3'.2
-::26V 3l':2"; 211/ 0 1 0 ,-1 3 :::i 3. .0 0

. # ^ ■ 4 l3l2 :l 0 1 1 3 0 :l/:''::"ll' -11: 0 0 'i:ii:Jil'
28 1 i'3 :132':/'.1 2 ’-2 /ill -2 . 2 '. 2 '3 o.,i 0
29 3 0 ■.ill'32,3 :>ii:i: 1 ■ 1 ■.-2 :;:3 .i;3 0

- 30 1 -301.l/:ill.111:li3 0 , “I 1 :3o 3: 0 0
Mean ; 2 e (>3 0 oS 0 lo63: ; ;Qo3^: 0 . 1 # 7 ~ ' ■



M L B  II
CRITICAL RATIOS AND.THEIR PROBABILITIES

IN PART I

S@t A
Critical Probability

Figure Ratio in Per Cent
1 5=55 100o00
2 2.53* 99=43
3 9=03 100=00
4* 8.27 100.00
5 ■ '1 - -0.99 : ' ^

■ : : . : / ■.

1 1.06 85=54
2 1.08 : 85=99

5 3 . ■ -1=32 .. ' ■ : —
4« .1=72 95=73
5 -0.23* • ——

* indicates figures used only in Part I of experiment, 
■ The: remainder of the outlines were used' also in 
Part II of the study.

1 Indicates figures for which monocular vision was 
used by subjects.
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table includes a statement of the critical ratio and pro
bability value for each figure. Three figures from Set A 
yield critical ratios which surpass the usual criterion 
of significance. For no other figure is the critical 
ratio above 2.53.

There are two figures for which, according to Kohler
and Wallach (10), one would not expect any size, brightness,
or distance differences. These two figures are Figure 3
in Set A n x ^  and Figure 4- in Set B. j-p=n 

mm
Displacement was the only predicted change. For these two 
figures the reliability of the mean was calculated on the 
basis of displacement only. However, for the first of 
these two figures (Figure 3 in Set A), the usual size, 
brightness, and distance differences did seem to exist. 
Actually eighteen subjects, or 60 per cent of the group, 
mentioned one or more of these effects. The brightness 
difference was described fourteen times, with size and dis
tance differences reported seven and three times respect
ively. The Kohler effect was reported twice as often for 
the left square as for the right.

Study of Table III shows that only one subject reported 
visual after-effects for all ten figures. Twelve subjects, 
or forty per cent, failed to get visual after-effects on 
one figure. One subject reported no effect for half of the 
test outlines. The remainder were intermediate.
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. TABLE III
SUBJECTS AMD FIGURES FOR WHICH NO PREDICTED 

AFTER-EFFECT WAS REPORTED

Subject Set' A Set B '
Number 1 2  3 5 1 2 -3 5 Total

1 - x x x x b- 2 ■ • . ■ x . . :l
b . x x x ' 3
? X ■ 16 , x x ; 2
7 :' x x - ; ■■■' ■■ - x 3

■ 8 ■ x ' , . : -.;.■■■■ ' ■ i
. 9 ■ - : ■ ■ - x : ' 1
10 x x 2
11 x ' 2
12 .. . x x . x ' ■ 3 ■
13 . ' x ' x , : 2
1̂  x 1
15 x x x x x 5
16 - .. ; . ;. • ■ ; x - ■ . -i:. y
17 . x : x x 3 - ■
18 x x x x ^
19 ■ C : :. ' : -' x ' ■ : . ■ . 1 '
20 ' :. x x . 2 .

; x ■ - - c;: i.: -22 • . . x . . x 2
23 : : • v- ; x -' i
I' . ' ^  ' i26 x x x sc..... 4
27 x , % : 2 •28 : - - x x  ■' 2 ■
29 CIA ■ ' 030 ■ ,. x x x.. . . . 3

2 11 1 2 ” 6 21

Summarys Twelve subjects reported no effect on one figure» 
Eight, subjects reported no effect on:two figures0 
Five ..subjects, reported no effect on' three figures 
Three subjects’ reported no effect on.four figures 
One subject, reported no effect on five figures=
One subject reported effects on all figuresc
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A comparison of the niim'ber of positive reports for 
the size, brightness5 and distance variables may be seen' 
in Table If, Of these variables§ distance is the one most 
consistently reportedo Marks (11) found it to be the least 
frequently- described change =

Bg Displacement of Figures '
; For the two figures.discussed individually above (p»l5) 

the only expected after-effect was that of displacementc 
For one figure (Figure 3? Set A.) the expectation was that • 
subjects would report displacement of the T-squares with > 
the left, square appearing higher than the right (10)= The 
critical ratio for the figure is 9<=039 the highest critical 
ratio obtainedo ;.

For Figure h in Set B the prediction was that the sym= 
metrically placed T-square would be displaced toward the 
lower left-hand corner of the large square (10). This 
effect was reported by seven subjects; the critical ratio 
is 1,72,

•Cg Practice Effects
To determine whether or not practice is a factor in the 

E&iler effect, . Bets, A and B were alternated in their present- 
' at ion. ' ' Approximately half .of the" subjects were Shown the 
figures in Set A at the., first test session, and the remainder 
were first shown the figures in Set B.' Table V lists the 
critical ratios obtained with this method of presentation



TABLE IV

Set A
Variables Size Distance

Times 1 Times i Times i,Figure Mo» Rent'd. Rent8 do Rent1d o Rent8 do EmLIAa. Eept1
1 2#- 80 17 56.7 - 26 86=7
2 8 26.7 6 20 = 0 16 53.3
3* 'tBS> = 25 83.3
h 15 50 8 26 = 7 18 60=0
5 3 10 6 20 3 10

Set B
1 11 36=7 1% #-6=7 13
2 11 36=7 9 30 13
3 3 10 7 23=3 10

GO ,=> 7
5 7 23.3 6 20 6

Average # 3#-. 2 30 = 3

#-3.3
#•3.3
33.3
23.3 20
#•5.0

*' The term Displacement should replace the term Distance for 
these two figures„
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TiBLE V
EFFECTS OF PRACTICE OE CRITICAL RATIOS

Part I 
Set A

Set A done first
Critical Ratio 

10,17
5oOO
^,57

Set R done first 
Figure Critical Ratio
12
I
5

5o98Ob412
6,03
6,27
0

■loW
0,51
0.38 
2,23
1, %

Set B
1
2
I
5

H i
'1.97
1,
*i«

00
21
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and. indicates that practice is a factor in the results0

D: Monocular Compared with Binocular Effect
Figure 5* was the same in the two sets. A difference 

in the subject situation was the only variable introduced 
in the tests for the figureo In Set A the subject used 
one eye for the'I-card; then, while that card was being 

. removed, he covered the exposed eye and used his.other eye 
in. the examination of the.f^cardo For Set B •the subject 
used binocular vision. The critical ratio' for monocular 
vision was -Go99 and for binocular vision, -Go23= Both, of 
these values are in the direction opposite to expectation. 
For this reason no determination of the significance of 
difference was-madeo

Figure 2 in Set A also was viewed monocularly« It 
yielded a critical ratio of 20 52 which is relatively high 
although generally regarded as not significant» There is 
no figure with which this value can be directly comparedo 
However, it is the fourth highest value obtained during this 
part of the experimento '

.Eg Other Effects
For several figures., .subjects described effects, which 

went beyond the requested: comparison datac, : seemed worth™
while to examine, these data to ascertain ..whether the K$hler 
effect as described is sufficiently inclusive or whether it 
may be extended = The results of:'this analysis are shown in
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Table Tlo These effects seem to appear equally frequently
when the subject does or does not perceive the usual after-
effects » However 5, these descriptions are most numerous for
Figure 4 in Set Bq which had the rather low critical ratio 

2 ' : ; • .. 
of lo?2-> Seventeen subjects9 or more than half of the
group tested; reported an unpredicted effect for this figure 0

Fs Changes in the I-figures
It was the policy of the experimenter to record all 

reports of a subject as soon as an I-figure was exposed. By 
this means, all spontaneous comments made during the inspect
ion period were obtained. They are mentioned here because 
of Marks8 reports (12) of the, same phenomena in connection 
With his work on the K&hler effect.

Comments were made on 1-outlines for Figures 1 and 5 in 
Set i. and for Figures 4 and 5 in Set B. Seven subjects said ' 
that in Figure 1 of Set A the I-figure seemed to disappear 
completely during the inspection period. Three reported 
that a part of the I-figure seemed to fade out and return 
during their fixation. Five subjects commented on disappear
ance of the I-figure in Figure 5 in Set A? and four mentioned 
it for Figure 5 in Set B. Three subjects said that in the 
fixation oflthe I-figure of Figure ^ in Set B ? the small 
square tended to disappear and return throughout the inspect
ion period. 1 VV2 , : .

2. Unless at least three Subjects reported any given differ- 
enee5 that difference is not included in this analysis.
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TABLE VI
MOST COMMON'OF OTHER RESULTS AND THEIR 

CRITICAL RATIOS FOR PART I

Set A
Noo Ss ' Critical
[eporting ' Effect «. Ratio

2 3
.3 ..̂  (

Tilting of top square 
Flickering of figures 1.79

1.79

3 :
- r

Movement of squares 
Flickering of figures 1.79

1.79

b 8 Dots move about 3=26

5 : 5 Center line "behind fixation 
point . 2 a 38

1 N-
Set B

Rectangles change shape 2 oil
2 7 Movement of squares 2.97

.5 Squares change shape 2o38
3 6 Movement of squares 2 069

5 Squares change shape 2.38
3 Flickering of figures 1.79

b 7 . Formation of 3=.dimensional
figure
In & out movement of small 
square : .

2.97

1.83
7 Squares, on different depth 

planes ■■ ■ v- ' 2.97
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PABT II .

Apparatus and Subjects

The second part of the experiment is hut a variation 
of the earlier problem. The experimentation on it was con=> 
ducted in the fall of 19^9? a semester after work on Part I„ 
While the number of pairs of figures remained the same; two 
pairs were removed and others substitutedc The diagram? 
Figure 2? shows' the new figures employed = Figures eliminated 
were one (Figure ^  Set A) which had given a very high posi
tive result in Part I and one (Figure 4-, Set B) which Kohler 
adapted from studies by Gibson (3 and 4-) = This second 
figure was removed because it was difficult for subjects 
to make size; brightness 9 and distance comparisonso (See 
pp. 14- and 16 for statistics.) The remaining equipment and 
its arrangement were as described for Part I.

The twenty subjects for Part II were drawn from the 
same source as in Part Is i.e.9 they were members of a class 
in experimental psychology; they were upper division college 
students; and their participation as'subjects was obligatory. 
Wo subject hhd served in Part I? and no, subject had prior 
knowledge of the Enhler e f f e c t f  : '
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F I G U R E

SET A S E T S

I-S ITU A TIO N  T-SITUATION

0-0
I -S IT U A T IO N  T -S IT U A T IO N

□
FIGURE 4 FIGURE 4
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PROCEDURE FOE PART II

The procedure for this half of the problem was as in 
Part I9 except that the inspection time was lengthened and 
subjects dictated their reactions instead of writing them0 
The change in time was made because data collected in Part 
I for some figures showed very small differences between 
“positive” and “negative11 observations» These figures 
were described by Kohler and Wallach (10) as giving very 
definite effects, These ' experimenters had also maintained 
that a- four-minute interval would yield optimal resultso 

An attempt was made to have the subjects fiscate the 
I-figure for four minutes as recommended by KShler and 
Wallachs, but in many instances the effort caused severe 
watering of the eyes and impaired analysis» Because of 
these complications the maximum fixation for most subjects 
was reduced to three minutes by the experimenter«

With the above described variations in procedure? the 
verbal instructions to the subject were modified. The 
underlined words indicate changes §

“You are going to be shown a,series of 
figures grouped into pairs. On each card is 
a cross/which will be yourjflxatlon point. The. 
.cards will be presented in groupsof two. The 
first card of each pair will be fixated until 
it is removed.  ̂I have-a'stop-watch here, and 
I will tell you the intervals of time in minutes 
from two to four minutes. Try to hold the



figure for four mliaates „ but If the strain 
is too: severe for you* then say„- 8How8 at the 
end of the two-minute interval or the three° 
minute, interval9 and 1 811 remove the top card, - .

"The second card will then be exposed 
for examination* You are to examine this.card 
with the idea of.describing it*■ Inhere fh^re '

• are two figures bn this card. .compare. them for ; 
size? brightness? and apparent distane@o • ,
Notice the location of the figures* h -
. "Remember to hold your fixation of the 
small cross at all time So88 .

With the change in inspection^time over Part lr it was
necessary to.reduce the five-minute rest periods in order
to keep within the fifty-minute session .limit» The rest
interval was now the length of time - between, the- dictated
description of the test card and the statement that all
visual, effects had disappeared * - However^ a minimum of four
minutes was assured; by the experiinentero
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RESULTS FOR PART II

A: Size, Distance, and Brightness Differences
The method of scoring devised for Part I was also used 

in this half of the experiment. Table VII shows the indivi
dual scores for subjects in Part II and the mean scores for 
each figure. Table VIII gives the critical ratios and the 
probability values for the two sets of figures. Six figures 
yield significant critical ratios.

The reader may recall that Figure 3 in Set A was not 
expected to yield the usual size, brightness, and distance 
after-effects. In Part I, however, such differences were 
recorded. (See page b of this report.) In Part II fourteen 
individuals, or seventy per cent of the experimental group, 
reported these differences. Altogether eight size differ
ences, eight brightness differences, and four distance dif
ferences were described. The left-hand square was affected 
three times as frequently as was the one on the right.

In Table IX are listed the figures for which no after
effects were obtained. The figures for which most subjects 
reported no effects were Figure 2 ©  x ©  and
Figure 3 (a | * in Set B. Nine out of the twenty
subjects described some type of size, distance, or bright
ness change for all ten figures. Six subjects, or 30 per 
cent of the individuals tested, failed to perceive any change



TABLE V I I  ’
' INDIVIDUAL SCORES IN PIET I I  ' ' ' . '

Figures in  Set A F ig ures in  Set B
Subject ' 1 2 3 F 1 2  “ 3 ^ • F

1 ""  -I* 1* 0* 2* ()* 1* o* o*" 1* 1*
2 ■ ■ 2* i* :-i*: 2* 2* i* 0* x-o*: 2-

.2*: o* , 2* V/.2:*-'■X i* O'

3 1S-2 0 2 •: 0
v;',y:a*; 2* 1* 1* -i*;:;:.. ■ 1* 2* 0* * 1

2* 2- i* 2* :: 1* ■o.: !* 1* x-l
■ 2  ̂2: : 1 i .“i . ' ' 2 0 0 f 1 ■ ; 1

8 • 1 3 3 0 —:1 0 0

9 2 ■jy;} 1 1 . ■!: y • . : 2 2 >2
10 3 :;2;':. 1 -2 o ■ 2 : -■IV;':2 x 1
11 0 ]':W[::V'l";' :0 :; '" I:: ; ■—I ■. ■■: o . 0 1 X 0
12 ■. ' i± \ 0. 3 ;; i ' 2 -1:yVl"-;

M

13 ; . 1 1 i ■1 7 2':.;. 0 2 " x';2:
0 "■ 1 0 1 o. ' 0 2 ■'%2\''- 2 0

0 0 - 2 1 ' 1 '• ■ 0 ■ ’ i : :/l ' 2

16 i 0 0 '=■1;:' 0 x;2:xx 0

M M .° ;i 1 , 0 : . . . 1 0 ;i':X 2 : 0

18 i i • 0 2 ■-1 ' ' • : 1 : 0 2 0 -1

19 • i • ~1 . 0" , . . ■; -' i -I.-' 1 W - - ■ - I

20 1 i 1 , 1 i 2 -1 £i- ,4
: Mean l M  .<,80:-.65 .15 ^ 1.0 o85 »0. 1.2 <25.:,

; ' ̂Indicates subjectsVwtiese fixation time for the figure was
four minutes= As indicated in the text, this time was found 

: to cause eye-straln and to interfere with results = A three- 
minute fixation period was found to be optimal and used for 

. all other subjects. ' ■ ■ " f ' ' ' ' - ■: / ' :
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V Vy:' ',- : : EiBLE TIll V ; ; ; :
'CRITICAL RATIOS ARD' THEIR PROBABILITIES 

' IN PART II

■ Critical________________ __________
Ratio . ' y iii Per Ceiit

1 ' 6B17 i 100o002‘ 3° 22 . . 9.9 o 93
3 ' /. h* 9 5 ■ 100 = 00
h* 2=27 98.84
5* . . . 1.32 , 90 = 6,6

: , Set B
1 3 = 98 ’ 100.002 • 3=22 ..99 = 93
3 " 1=82 • 96.56
r  ■ ■ • e s

îEnlicates figures used only in Part II of the experiment. 
C 'Indicates figures for which monocular vision was used.
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TABLE IX . ’
SUBJECTS AND FIGURES FOR WHICH NO PREDICTED 

v; . ' AFTER-EFFECT WAS REPORTED , '
. PART '.II '

SuUject ■ : Set A  ̂ : ' Set B v- :: -'$btaL::
' Number r 3 ^ 5 : :

. 1 ■ x X X X .  1+ :I - i
I , : . •

‘ /■ 9: ' ' •■3’ \ Y ' ■;  ̂ 0 ̂■ ■"10.,; .:.,;-'':'::. v:, y . ̂ ■ : v, : 0
' - 11 : AyX'- ; '■ -xi x ' : v -
' '12  ̂ ■ .:' ;'V:: ;:V:J.:' 0
• 1̂  X . X X ..', - x- ■ 4 ■ ■■
• ' 1 .̂ ^  116 x x x x x x 6S i. ' «
Smimaryl Five subjects, reported no' effect; on one figureo 

Two subjects reported no effect on two figures,: 
One subject reported; on effect on three figures, 
Two subjects reported.no effect on fOur, figures> 

'. ■ '■ One ,subject, reported no effect-on six figures,
Nine subjects reported effect's on all figures.
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■  ̂belonging to the Koliler effect , -' . , - ■ ;: y :
An analysis of Table X shows that size and brightness 

differences occur with almost equal frequency, whereas the- 
. distance variable' Is described much less often, ,

Bs Displacement of Figures - ' '• .
Only one figure (Figure 3 in Set A) was expected to 

yield 'displacement, ■ The. critical ratio obtained was W 9 5 5 
the third highest for Part II, >'

Cg Practice Effects
: ;I As in Part I, Sets A and B were, alternated in their 
presentation,. Ten subjects saw Set A before Set B% and 
ten, after Set B, Table XI gives the critical ratios for 

. 'these Itw'qvgrb^ 'was found to influence the,: ty. .;.v
results obtained,much as it had in Part I, /. /V'

D: Monocular Compared with Binocular Effects ..'///■:
- ; ;-Eigure 5 again was used in both sets. In Set the . 
figure: wasWlewed/mohocUlarly^:: A critical ratio of 1,32 :" 
was obtainedo In Set B, where the subjects were allowed to

■ ’ •use:':b©th:'ayes,. the critical ratio was 0=93= iiiiVnt
Figure 2 in Set B was examined monocularly throughout 

the testing.and.yielded' a^critical ratio of 3,22 in Part II,

Eg Other Effects / , . V :
In this half of the experiment, after-effects other 

than size9 brightness, and distance were classified as in



T£BLE X

Set A
Variables

Figured jSo,
y l

'''2/; \ '■ ■ V ' : ̂I y.
Rept11 do Rept'd..,

7
10

^yy, 5

35 
: 50

% limes'.̂. ' / 7o .Rept:1! do . Rep t8 d.
11
14
9:7

$

$

• Distance ^
Times : , >

'Rent'd. Rept'd,
6

^ 3y 14
31

15ii
Set B

1 - .... V ;'::":12; ' ■ 60 . 9 y 45: :y4.V.:;' : 20
2-;y-y: " - 7 . 35 ; 11 55 : 2 . 1030 y5 - 25 : ■■ ';:6 y y r' 30
4 .,..;' : ii 55 . ' 13 " 65 : 4y y 20

- / y ^ : / : ■ '• ::6 ■
30 1 5

age: :5;v:45 :.y 47.8 . 16*'

*The term Pisplacernent should’replace- they term. Distance. 
:■ for this.............
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' CV..v.>;
mPEGig.op̂;̂3 om cmiTicm kATios

PART IT

■: f::: ::x '
Set A done first. ’ .; ■ - ' Set, B done first

Figure Critical .Ratio Figure 'Critical Ratio
   1 ‘ 6.86 > r : ' - 2.98

6ol2. : : 3o$0
■ 2.24- .■ : : 9*00 ;,: ;
2.60 ' b 1.03

v 0.58 :

. , Set B
i0.60
2.16. > : v : 2 . y' ':.v . ; . 0.51
5l M  . I 3l39■ O:;:: v;-; ' yr' 1.4-9
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Part I, The purpose, as before, was to determine whether 
the Kohler effect as it is presently defined is sufficient
ly inclusive. Table XII gives the results of this analysis. 
For eight figures at least twenty per cent of the subjects 
reported movement on a plane of one or both of the T-out- 
lines. The statements describing this movement were varied. 
For example: 111 see the square on the left moving as it 
fades." "Oh, the left rectangle seems to move up and toward 
the corner of the card." "The right outline is farther 
back and it moves toward the fixation point."

F: Changes in the I-figures
With the longer fixation period adopted in Part II, 

comments on changes in the I-figure occurred more frequently 
than in Part I. These changes were described for five 
different figures. Table XIII enumerates the changes des
cribed. Remarks on alterations in the inspection figures 
were unrequested by the experimenter. Therefore, it is 
surprising to find fifty per cent of the subjects mentioning 
changes for Figure 4 in Set A.

G: Effects of Pragnanz and Difference in Area
Two figures in this half of the project are original

These were designed to discover whether one can measure

to this investigation, Figure b in Set A 
and Figure 4 in Set B ® * B
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MOST GOi'/IMON OF OTHER RESULTS AND THEIR \
dRlTICALvRto ':: : ,:' :: S j:

:. FOR PART ■-IX'tL ? ■:/ ' /U' , L-,'''.% AV -' '

Figure
No. of Subjects 

Rebooting' : Effect •. Af ■ .:■ fu-;
Critic;
" R a W

1 • ■' 4- . . .  ■- Movement of top square • ; , -j -' A' - 2.22
: Y Horizcntal mpvement of ' .r : ' 

rectangles A y 2 .22
3 , ' ' 8 Movement of one or both ; 

T-squares : v.;A ' 3«64-
b ■. ’ 8 • • Movement of one or both ■ ■ 

T-squares
5 .3 ■ ‘ .Oehter :line projects out of 

; plane y. . .. •' ; ' .., •....■ '

Set B ... ;

1.88

1 Horizontal, movement of one ’ " • 
or both T-squares 2.89

; Horizontal movement of ; 
T-rectangles- . •, , 2,89
. Tilting- of one of T-rectangles 2,22
Movement of one or both 
T-squares ';y%id9:

' 14: : Movement qf one or both - 
v;T-Squares' ::..Ay::y , ' ,yy'>:■ y 1 y- . 2.22
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TABLE XIII 
CHANGES DESCRIBED IN I-FIGURES*

Set A
Figure Change Described 
1 .Disappearance of'circle 

Disappearance of part of circle 
Disappearance of fixation point

h Hexagon becomes a circle 
Circle disappears ;
Circle becomes a hexagon
Parts of circle and hexagon disappear

No. ___
Commenting

if 
2 
1
5 
3 1 
1

Fixation point and,part of circle disappear 1

Set B
3 Distance between vertical lines decreases 1
if Small square disappears 1

Small square becomes diamond^shaped 1
Small square seems to move toward fixation 

. point . ' , . 2
5 Circle and fixation point disappear ' 1

Part of circle and the fixation point 
disappear 3

*!hese observations were made spontaneously by the subjects 
and not requested by the experimenter= Since other sub
jects may have experienced the same or different effects? 
no data on reliability can be computedo
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pragiianz by the K&Jaler effect (Figure 4 in Set A) and 
whe:tbep the eize ;dfthe inspection figure is of importance . 
(Figure ^ in Set B) <,.

Figure k- in .Set A suggests that stronger after-effects 
are produced by’a more complex' figure. The critical ratio 
of 2«27? howeyerj is not statistically significant. It is 
interesting to: note the relationship: between the after- g;.:'; 
effects and the alteration of the inspection figure during 
fixation. Five individuals said that:the hexagon became a 
circle while it was being fixated.' All of these Subjects 
later described the T-square in the;, area formerly stimulated 
-by; vt̂ e-Mex-agoBĝ
and brightness Change.- The three subjects who described 
the circle as becoming a hexagon subsequently reported the. 
square in the area of the circle as being the more affected.

:3..:/-̂ e-̂ bnrm.:.'prhgnanz;:-has been used by the Gestaltists to , 
.refer:'':tbCtheg'tendeney :in,'perceptloh 'and in forgebtlhg; for " ;d.v; 
the activity tO become as "good" as possible. . The change 
in most Oases? ’is felt to be in such a direction that the 
amount of kinetic energy in the nervous system Is .reduced 
to a minimum. . On this basis it is felt that. a symmetrical 
f 1 gure Is more - pr aghaht'. than an ■ ̂ aSytoetrlOal. f Igur e .,: A • ; : ' - > !
:circle is more pragnant than is a,figure with corners^ etc.

In the present study? the I^card for Figure 4 in Set A 
contains a circle and a hexagon. According to classical - ,:
'gestalt description, the circle is the -better flgu.re» ' ■ - It- -v :; ■ 
is better integrated9 more readily perceived^ and more likely; 
to be accurately remembered than the hexagon. • It requires ‘ 
less effort to see a circle as a circle than to perceive a - 
hexagon as a hexagon. If such an explanation is true9 the " 
prediction-iS:'that the greater effort necessary to perceive 
the' hexagdn will cause its test figure to show the Kohler 
effect more markedly than will the test figure of the 
Circle. '' d t-d- tv :: .ti - :
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Figure ^ in Set B was designed to observe the effects 
of I^figures of different area upon identical T=figures.
A critical ratio of 5°22 shows, that the small I-square 
produced more marked size9 distance9 and brightness effects 
than did the larger square.
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; : ’ . COMBINED RESULTS FOR PARTS I AND II

As Effect of Increased. Inspection Time
Eight figures in this experiment were common to both 

•Parts I and IIo Since the only essential difference in 
procedure for the two halves of the study was a difference 
in length of the inspection time, a comparison of results . 
would show the effect of increasing the inspection time 
from one to three (in some cases four) minutes. Table % U  
shows the combined critical ratios and their probabilities 
for .the figures used In Parts I and II. In all cases 
except.ones Figure 3 in Set A, the after-effects are greater 
for the longer inspection periodo .

Bg Effect of Practice on Results
We have noted above (page 19 and page 33) that there 

seems to be a tendency for better results to be obtained 
. during the second than during the first experimental session. 
When the values obtained for the two parts of the experiment

4-
are combined a critical ratio of 3»3^ is obtained, This 
value is large enough to justify the statement that partici
pation in one experimental session using this problem causes 
• results of a'Second bessioh to bbvlmproyedo : '

■ 57~The~method of combining .was ■ that of averaging the indivi
dual differences 'between'results from the first experimental 
session and those from the second experimental sessionc, and 
determining whether this pVerdge. differed significantly from 
zero, . - ■ ; : - ■■ v . -
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: . TABLE X1T

COMBINED CEITICIL 'RATIO AND PROBABILITIES
' "■■■': . PARTS I AND; II - '

■ ', v , : / •' ' set 4 . • •
Figure in .Critical

Parts I and II Ratio »P
1 ' .2053 ' A192

. 2 . .1253 .̂ 502
3 -.2701
5 .1483 .4423

Set B
1 ,2240 .4109
2 , .0591 .4761
3 .2883 .3878
5 ,0497 .4801

P

.3936



CONCLUSIONS

A? The Kohler Effect as an Actual Phenomenon
The results of the present study indicate that the 

after-effects described hy K&hler (9) and by Kohler and 
Wallach (10) do exist? although they are not reported by 
all subjectso Such variables as the outlines themselves? 
the length'of inspection time, and practice were found to 
influence the results and thus to complicate an analysis 
of the reportso"

Certain outlines were found to be consistently more 
reliable than others in the production of size, distance, 
and brightness differenceso For examples Figure 1 in Set 
A and Figure 1 in Set B were found to yield higher critical 
ratios than Figure 2 in Set A. In the first two eases the 
affected I-outline is just-within or just outside the area 
held to coincide with the I-figureo In the third figure 
the I-figure and the more affected T-outllne should fall 
upon the same retinal area* Therefore, it is possible that 
the greater effect will occur when the Same sensitive cells 
of the retina are not affected by the inspection and test
figureso. ' . t/ - , ., ,
t Also, whether or'not the subject is able to make a ;

comparison of two outlines on the T-figure seems to be import*
ant in.a reporting of the Kohler effect0 - Where there are
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two identical outlines on the T-oard, subjects are able to 
describe sizes distance, and brightness differences. These. 
figures generally yield high critical ratios. Where only 
one outline' is present on the T-card5 the subject seems to 
have - more difficulty in perceiving the usual variables9 
■and low.critical ratios result. inother explanation seems • 
possibles Where one outline is placed on the T=card? the 
outline surrounds the fixation point and may be presumed to 
fall near the foveal region* Where two outlines are used, 
the patterns are imposed upon more peripheral regions of the 
retina. If this is the case? the Kohler effect is most 
likely to occur when outlines fall upon parafoveal regions . 
of the retina. Further experimentation is needed to check 
this possibilityo

The results obtained failed to indicate that any one 
variable (size9 distance9 or brightness) is perceived with 
greater frequency than the others. In Part I where the 
inspection time was one minute? distance was most often 
reported. When the inspection time was increased9 size and 
brightness were described more often. Such results are ' 
difficult to explain5 and reports by other experimenters are 
equally varied. Marks1 (11) subjects were fairly consistent. 
in describing the- size variable, and he believes that, this 
variable may bd Itlie '-only nne . in'tlie.;.,iCohier -effehto Walthall
(15)9 on the other hand, found that brightness was the 
variable most often mentioned» It may be that subjects tend :



to remember one variable from the list given in the instruct
ions and to look for that variable„ In the present study, 
subjects occasionally seemed to prefer a certain variable 
and to mention it consistently in their reporting1

B: The Effect of Length of Fixation Time Upon the Perception 
of the Effect '
By increasing the fixation time from one minute to three 

minutes, subjects were more likely to report the Kohler 
effecto Not all critical ratios were increased by the longer 
inspection timebut most were.- Since most experimenters 
report that an inspection period of four minutes is optimal 
[Kohler and Wallach (10), Marks (11), and Walthall (15)3? this 
time was used early in Part H i  However, such severe eye
strain and discomfort were produced in the subjects that the 
time was reduced to the three-minute period» This fixation 
time was better toierated by all subjectso,

0; Movement as a Variable in the Kohler Effect
Is the Kohler effect as it is presently described suf

ficiently inclusive? This question has been previously 
mentioned on page 20„ In the present study, movement in a 
plane of T-outlines was frequently described. The phenomenon 
increased in frequency as the inspection time was lengthened, 
and for :many figuresiits occurrence; was above the level of 
significanceo The effect was neyer suggested by the expert- . 
menter, but was independently1 described by the individual
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subjects, ' It seems fair to suggest that this phenomenon 
should be included in the list of variables. It is as much 
an after-effect of stimulation as are the differences 
suggested by KShler and Wallach (10),

D: Monocular vs, Binocular Fixation
No evidence was obtained to-show that'.binocular : '

fixation is superior to monocular fixation9 or vice versa, 
Walthall (15) reported that the Kdhler effect is the same 
only:if the monocular inspection time is double that of the 
binocular fixation time. No figures in the present study 
indicate that such a ratio prevails.

Eg The Kohler Effect as a Method of Measuring Pragnanz.
(̂ ) * In this study the two figures

Figure *•}•<, Set A? Part II shown at the left were used in
.the hope that results would sug- 

Figure 29"Set B9 . ■ " -
/Parts I & II gest the effect of pragnanz on

the Kohler effect. According to Gestalt psychology the 
simpler, figure (in each case a circle) has the better 
Gestalt. It was presumed ? therefore9 that the simpler pat
tern would have a different retinal effect than the more 
complex outlines and that the after-effects on two identical 
T-outlin.es would reflect this difference, Actually 9 opposite 
results were obtained from the two figures, The results 
from the top figure suggest that the- more, complex outline 
produces the greater KShleh effect, /With the use of the



seeoiid figure there was a tezideney for the more marked 
effect to be produced "by the simpler figure? i.e., the com
plete circleo Actually? the results in neither case were 
statistically significant although the tendencies in each 
case were as described. Without more experimentation, 
nothing conclusive can be stated on■this point,

Fg Theoretical Implications of the Kohler Effect
In an exhaustive discussion? Kohler and Wallach (10) 

set out a theory of satiation of the visual cortex to 
account for the figural after-effects which they describe. 
Fixation of a field containing a figure is presumed to set 
up an electromotive force in the visual cortex. Greatest 
activity is presumed to occur where greatest differences 
occur in the field? i,e.? in the region where the outline 
of the figure is projected. Continued fixation is expected 
to lead to satiation. Thus ? inspection of a new figure (the 
T-fIgure) falling on that area of the cortex results in dis
tortion or displacement of that new figure,

Figural after-effects are established only when the 
level of activity varies from one part of the cortex to 
another as it does when there is a visual contour, .These 
effects are held to spread out from the.figure with diminish
ing intensity sO that a T-outline placed at a relatively 
great distance from an I-outline will be less affected by 
the satiation from the inspection of that I-outline than
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will a T-outline which is. near the Î -outline.
% For most figures used in the present study9 the theory 

seems adequate. However9 in the present work as in the 
ICohler-Wallach (10) experimentation, figural after-effects 
were perceived most consistently when I -  and T-outlines did 
not correspond. Where the two outlines did correspond, 
lower critical ratios were obtained. If the effect is held 
to originate at the outline, it seems logical to presume 
that the greatest effect will be produced when the outlines 
coincide, not when they.fall close to one another.

Another point of the Kohler-Wallach theory which does 
hot seem tenable is that "a certain degree of satiation
belongs to the normal and permanent make-up of the visual
■ ' . 5 ' ' :cortex," This satiation, they believe, carries over from

day to day and results in the inability of the average
person to see ordinary objects without distortion. From
this belief, they derive the view that we see nothing as we
would with an "unsatiated" visual cortex. This theory seems
to be mere speculation and to go further than is required.
We obtained no evidence of figural after-effects which
persisted over five mintites, Other experimenters (11 and .
15) have reported that the after-effects do not occur if
the head is moved between the exposure of the inspection
and test, figures, ' V

With respect to the general theory that figural after-

5° : Kohler & Wallach, ' op,: : '^



effects are produced by previous cortical stimulation? we 
; believe Kohler and Wallach (10) may well be over-emphasiz
ing the role of the visual cortesc. They wish to rule out 
the participation of other visual.elements in the occurrence 
of after-effectso In a neurological system as complicated 
as that of vision too little is known of the functioning 
of that system to ignore all factors save one 5 in this case 
the; "visual cortex,, We have already pointed out evidence 
which to us appears injurious to the Kdhler-Wallach theory« 
That evidence is Walthallrs statement (15) that visual 
after-effects for a given figure, are different when monocular 
and binocular vision are used. For a subject to get the 
same visual after-effects with monocular vision that he does 
with binocular vision,, the inspection time for monocular 
vision has to be twice that of binocular vision= If the 
effect were wholly cortical, the same inspection time should 
produce the same results, as stimulation passes to the same 
areas of the visual cortexo The fact that binocular vision 
produces after-effects in half the time that monocular 
.vision • requires, Indicates that: ether visual elements than 
the striate cortex must participate in the appearance of 
the phenomenono

Lorente de Ho (7) in 1938 published results of a study 
on motoneuron responses to presynaptic volleys of electrical 
stimuli which suggests another explanation for.the Kohler 
/effect <,> fAt the Same time it gives the reader an idea of the
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tremendons; eomplexlty - ,of the 'prolDieji'"nhaer discussion,
Lorente de No? using electrodes placed on the fourth cranial; 
nervefound that;W■Increasing'dyhe charge to a certain 
point ? lie got both higher and longer waves on an oscillo
graph tracing. Beyond that point3 however9 sharp wave 
peaks were produced while the length (duration of the react
ion) of the wave s; dropped off'Sharply, The explanation for 
the results was that with very strong stimulation9 inter- 
nuncial neurons which had responded to late volleys from 
other neurons were stimulated to discharge by the initial 
volley or by early internumcial volleys.

If we can presume the same effect applies where sensory 
neurons are concerneds we- are ready to apply the above 
results to our own probleii. As the subject fixates the I- , d 
figure9 the part of the retina upon which no outline falls 
is being subjected to a more Intense stimulation than the • 
part of the retina where the I-outline is projected. In the 
region affected by the I-figure 3 then5 a more prolonged 
neuron discharge will take place because the internuncial 
circuits in.. that part of the eye are not stimulated so quickly 
as those subjected to the more intense stimulation, how? if 
we place a T-figure before the subject? neurons stimulated ' 
by the white area will have passed their refractory period 
and consequently that 1-outline, will be seen with relatively 
little distortion. However? within the area affected by the 
I-outline ? the internuncial neurons will still be discharging
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.and the perception of the T=f±gure distorted= Actually^
we do not hold that the preceding discussion is.true= But 
just this sort of /speculation^ is ■'indulged.; in by Kohler and . 
Wallach in their study. . We believe the problem is too 
important to be handled in such a manner and hold that 
much more needs to be known about the anatomy and physio
logy of the visual system before an adequate hypothesis on 
after-effects can be formulated. Meanwhile9 more experiment
ation on the psychological aspects of the problem must be; 
done, in order to more accurately•define the Kohler effect 
per se o /

6% Sbme evideneet ■ regarding the tehability of this theory 
could be obtained by"employing white figures on a black field 
rather than black figures on a white field. There have been 
claims (10)9 but not well-verified ones, that the effect is ‘ 
obtained from white as well as black figures. •■ /
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; : ■ S13MARY X

In 19^0 Kohler (9) and in 1944 Kohler.and Wallach (10) 
first described a. phenomenon which since then has been 
termed the Kohler effect „ : This ''phenomenon was described 
as a change in perception of a figure as the result of 
past stimulationo: ,

The present study on the ICShler effect was divided into 
two parts with a total of fifty subjects participating= The 
subjects were tested- individuallys :and each one attended 
two experimental sessionso JL different set of figures (Set 
A or Set B) was shown at each session.

The apparatus consisted,principally: of a large white 
cardboard screen upon which.the figures were placed. , The• t 
figures, mounted on 7“ x 11" cards, were composed of photo
stated Outlines which had been first drawn with India ink. 
Memorized instructions were given each subject. In Part I 
the inspection time was one minute; in Part II it was three 
minates„• With exposure of the T-figure, subjects compared 
the appearances of the objectively equal T-outlines, All 
comments made by subjects in the experimental situation were 
taken down.; ' - , . . , , . ;

The following are the outstanding results of the study: 
1. The range of visual after-effects knovm as "the 

Kohler effect’1 - are true phenomena. Where size, brightness,
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r' and distance were the expected variables 5 .no one of these 
was mentioned with, greater frequency than any other 0

2o The increase of the inspection time to three min
utes resulted in a general increase of positive reports of 
the Kohler effect & .'

3o By the alternation of the presentation of sets to 
subjects9 approximately half of the subjects saw Set A at 
their first session and half saw Set B first,’ From this 
procedure it was possible to determine the effects of 
practice upon the resultso Inmost instances practice 
increased the tendency of subjects to report the Kohler 
: effect or . -' ; '

- 4-,. An attempt to determine the differences produced . 
by.binocular and monocular Vision produced ambiguous results 
with no particular advantage seeming to belong to/either 
mode of fixation0

5» Gonflicting evidence was also obtained on whether 
or not this type of presentation may be used to measure . the 
pragnanz of various- figures. Further experimentation is 
necessary before any concluslohs can be,drawn on,this point,

. 6, In both parts ofvthe: experiment9 data were collected 
which indicate that movement on a plane by test figures may 
be included as a part of the Kdhler effect,

7, The "satiational theory" of Kohler and Wallach (10)
; has a ;certain value when applied to the present,study. How
ever ? the idea of limiting the occurrence of after-effects'
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to activity on the visual cortex seems too restricted. We 
do not believe retinal effects shguld be ruled out of the 
explanation. Actually9 to lift the theory above speculation? 
more complete knowledge of the visual apparatus and of its 
functioning is necessary.
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